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Model Number: 20130628

Clean Storm 20130628 Restaurant Carpet Cleaning Machine Bundle Goliath 27gal 8Stage Vacs

1500psi Pressure Washer Recovery

Manufacturer: Clean Storm

Whether you own a restaurant or want to clean restaurants, this starter package has
what you need to clean the carpet, tile, bathrooms, sidewalks, kitchen, etc...
This is not your typical carpet cleaning or tile cleaning or upholstery cleaning
machine.  
More vacuum means it can run longer hoses and dry the carpet and upholstery faster
and the ability to clean 20% faster with 14" wide tools.
Set up in one place and clean all surfaces.  No need to relocate your equipment from
room to room. 
More pressure at 1500 psi means you can clean tile 20% faster than other systems
that only offer 1200 psi.
More tools for more surfaces inside and out.  From the parking lot to touchless
bathroom cleaning. 
All electric system can stay lock up inside the building for high security.
Having professional cleaning equipment on site can save thousands of dollars a year
on cleaning services and make available immediate response to cleaning needs such
as wet carpet, vomit cleaning,..
Optional air duct cleaning and vent-a-hood cleaning tools. 

 

Restaurant Carpet Cleaning Machine Package

Click on each link below to open in new window to learn more about that item

    
        
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        -DriStorm Goliath Flood Pumper 20gal Four 2 Stage Vacs and
Pressure Washer Recovery 120v with Lint Filtration
                        Includes two 50 ft 12-3 power cord.
                        AC10 hose mount lint filter
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                        BE Pressure Supply: Power Ease 2 Hp 1500 psi Pressure Washer and
Tile Cleaning Pump With Cord, Switch on Cart (Free Shipping) P152
                        
                        Clean upholstery at 450 psi
                        clean carpets at 500 psi
                        cleaning walls and counter-tops at 900 psi
                        clean sidewalks, tile, cement, pressure wash at 1500 psi, with or
without vacuum recovery
                         
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
            
            
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Shazaam: Pressure Washer to Carpet cleaning Connection QD
                        
                        used to convert pressure washing coupler to carpet and tile cleaning
connection
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                        Clean Storm Auto Fill Hose 6 ft By 1/2 Inch ID with 90 degree Fitting
for Hot water Garden Hose
                        
                        (2) two of these hoses in this set.
                        Use one to connection your pressure washer to the hot water sink        
                
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
            
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        .Clean Storm Hose Set - 115 ft (Dual 50 ft 2 in + 15 ft of 1.5"ID
Vacuum &amp; 1/4 in 3000 psi Solution) with Connections and QD's
                        
                        115 ft will clean most places but you can purchase up to 100 ft more if
needed.                         
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                        Ball Valve: 1/4in - Male X Female 1000 psi Chrome Plated
                        
                        3 units in this package (one for each pressure hose)
                        
                        Allows the operator to turn off the water pressure at the end of the
solution hose to change tools and to used the injection sprayer for prespray work.       
                 
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
            
            
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Cuff: 2in Thread X 2.0in Slip - Standard 2in Hose cuff
                        
                        two extra hose cuffs in this package used to hook up the AC10 hose
mount lint filter.                          
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
            
            
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Shazaam: Kryptonium - 1 Gallon High ph Degreaser
                        
                        Mix of little of the degreaser with the EZ Gold for a great one, two
punch on grease!
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                        Just prespray it down and rinse it off.                         
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
            
            
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Shazaam: EZ Super Gold Premium Powder Asgard Enhanced 6# Jar
                        
                        One gallon powder jar is super concentrated.
                        One oz of power mixed with one ounce of Kryptonium mixed with one
gallon 
                        o                         r similar
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
            
            
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Shazaam: Dry Cleaning Solution - 1 Gallon Dry Cleaner
                        
                        Use to remove gum, wax, tar, shoe polish from carpet and fabric
                        or similar
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                        Westpak 14in Carpet Cleaning Wand Starter Package 1.5in Pipe 4 Jet
2 Bend Low Profile W/ Splash Guard
                        
                        with a 14" wide wand clean 20% than 12" wide tools used by other
machines.                          
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
            
            
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Hydro Force: Injection Sprayer Plus High Pressure with blow molded
jug AS08P
                        
                        Prespray carpets and tile 10 times faster than a pump up sprayer.        
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                        5000 psi Pressure Gauge with Pressure Washing QD Fits all
NorthStar, Landa, Shark, SprayMart Pressure Washers
                        
                        Snap into the pressure washer to adjust                          
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
            
            
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        PMF: Easy Grip Tools 4 1/2in Internal Spray Upholstery Cleaning Tool
                        - Add-ons Install H58 Filter Next to QD
                        - Quick Disconnect Needed .Male Brass (Default)
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
            
            
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        PMF Crevice, 56 Inch Long Tool, Booted/Easy Glide Grout and Tile
Wand, Internal Spray, 3000psi Top Mounted HD Valve
                        - Quick Disconnect Needed .Male Brass (Default)
                        
                        Used on cleaning both tile and carpet corners without bending over
                        Clean carpet corners at 500 psi
                        clean tile corners at 1500 psi                         
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                        Mosmatic: 12" Tile and Grout Spinner Wand FL-AER 300 With
Vacuum Air Recovery Pick up 4000 psi 78.292
                        
                        Pressure wash inside and out and pick up the dirty water at the same
time. 
                        Perfect for all your flat work surfaces, kitchens, bathrooms and
sidewalks...                         
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
            
            
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Cuff: 1.5in Threaded X 2.0in Slip Vacuum Hose Cuff
                        
                        Used to hook up the 1.5" ID vacuum hose leader to the Mosmatic
78.292 above wand.                         
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                        PMF Hard Surface 4-1/2"Wide 1000psi Internal Spray Specialty Hand
Tools Scrubber Detailer
                        - Add-ons Install H58 Filter Next to QD
                        - Quick Disconnect Needed .Male Brass (Default)
                        - Valve Upgrade Stainless Steel 1000psi
                        
                        Used to clean walls, counter tops,  Pressure wash Spray and suck the
dirt at the same time for zero mess cleaning.                          
                    
                
            
            
        
        
            
            
            
            
             
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Nipple Brass 1/4" Male Pipe X 3/8" Mip Pipe
                        
                        used with below 1/4" Male connector to connect Mosmatic 78.292
wand to pressure washing hose                         
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                        Foster: Bretco 1/4in Male Brass Quick Disconnect QD Nipple
                        
                        used with above 1/4" Mip X 3/8" Mip nipple to connect Mosmatic
78.292 wand                         
                    
                
            
            
        
    

    
        
             
             
              
             291A Faucet Adapter 13/16s to Garden Hose Connection
            
            If you do not have a hot water garden hose connection you can make one with
this adapter using a sink.
        
    

    
        
             
             Free Phone Swipe, Pay as you go Credit Card Processing for Carpet Cleaner
Start ups 
        
    

    
        
             
             -Training DVD Package of 3: Covers the basics a Cleaner needs to know 
            Spend 4.5 Hours With IICRC Certified Master Cleaner, Master Restoration
Technician and Certified Senior Floor Covering Inspector
            SteamBrite Exclusive!
        
    

  Goliath Vacuum System
Quad Vac Flood pumper with tools to clean every surface!
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The Industries Strongest Electric Water Extraction Machine!
Tank Size: 20 gallon
Body Construction: Fiberglass box for durability, 
Vacuum Motors: Four 2 stage vacuums (8 stages total will operate over 200 ft of 2"
vacuum hose!) Vacuum motors are configured: each pair is in series and then both
pairs are in parallel for the best of both worlds of high cfm and high inches of lift. 
Automation: 30 GPM STAINLESS STEEL sump pump with water level sensor
(machines automatically dumps the dirty water as you clean for non stop production)
Draws only 4 amps.

    
        
             
            Factory Installed Clean Storm 30 GPM Stainless Steel Automatic Dump Drain
Dirty Water Discharge Pump Out 12499 Mytee C384 12499 
        
    

Features: 

    • Dual ball float/standpipe,
    • Clear dome lid on slotted hinged,
    • Dual 50 ft. 12-3 power cords,
    • Circuit locator,
    • 12" rear wheels and swivel casters in the front.
    •  Front mounted GFI w/ waterproof cover.
    • Built in Auto Defoamer with adjustment knob.
    • Dual waste water discharge - Garden hose for cleans and 1-1/2" dump hose for
floods (your choice)
    • Machine will operate on either one or two power cords (see below).
    • Made in the USA

Technical Specification: 

    •   Primary cord (20 amp) runs (2) vac motors in air series with ball float shutoff and
sump pump. If a secondary circuit is not available, machine would perform on this
cord. Wired with an in-line GFI and cooling fan.
    •   Secondary circuit (15 amp) runs the (2) other vac motor in air series with a ball
float shutoff and check valve.
    •   2" vacuum intake.
    •   Hose mount Stainless steel screen lint catch to protect your auto dump pump.
    •   Garden hose camlock adapter for carpet and tile cleaning
    •   1-1/2" cam lock adapter for flood restoration (seen in photo below)
    •   (5) Green lighted splash proof rocker switches.
    •   Blue tank/Grey base
    •   170" of Lift (normally dual 2 stage in series would only achieve 155" of lift but
these MaxVac vacuum motor are actually doing 170" in series!  This is one of the
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reasons we chose this set up.  These are not inflated numbers!)
    •  42,500 vacuum units (maximum 170 inches of lift X maximum 250 CFM) make
this one of the strongest electric machines on the market
    • Gallon of liquid defoamer can be set on top of extractor on jobs where you need
to cut some suds. (auto dump systems only dump water and not bubbles)
    • Includes hose mount lint filter.
    
        
            
                 
                 
                  
                Dealer Provided Hydro-Force: Truckmount Carpet Cleaning Lint Filter AC10
HydroFilter 
            
        
    
    

    
        
             
             
              
             Factory Installed Valterra PX10: Gate Valve 1.5in Replacement Dump Valve
H225 Drain Valve 
        
    

 

P152EC is the perfect pressure washing pump for home use and professional tile and
grout cleaning.

Pump is designed to handle hot water up to 140 degrees.
Adjustable pressure regulator.
Built in garden hose filter.
25 ft 4000 psi 3/8" ID pressure hose
Lance with assist handle and 4 quick change nozzles
Build in soap injector only works with large soap injector nozzle attached (low
pressure spraying). (included)
Amp draw is 10 amps, + 1 amp for each 200 psi you ask it to push the water.
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     For example 1000 psi is 15 amps and 1500 psi is 17.5 amps

Pressure washer use Weight 100 lbs

    
        
            Description
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        FEATURES
                        
                            
                            Baldor Electric 2 HP Motor
                            
                            
                            Comet Triplex Pump
                            
                            
                            2.0 GPM 1500 PSI
                            
                            
                             
                            
                            Cords, plugs and switch included
                            
                            UPC 77897104868 (subject to change)
                            Please note a 20 amp breaker is needed to clean at 1500 psi.  If you
only have 15 amp outlet, please turn pressure washer down to below 1100 psi.
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Quad 2 Stage Max Vac Vacuum motors are mounted vertical for longer bearing life. 

  
Unit Measurements: 
 - Handle height is 39". Machine dimensions" 41" H x 24" W x 30" L
 - Weight (assembled) = 86 lbs. w/out cords.

Goliath Advantages:
 1.  27 gallon recovery tank
 2.  Auto defoamer needle valve
 3.  2" vac port will run either 2" or 1-1/2" vacuum hose
 4.  The highest lift and highest CFM extractor on the market.  Nothing comes close. 
This machine is impressive when it comes to suction.  This machine will run longer
hose lengths and dry carpet better than any other electric machine that is operating
on two power cords.
 5.  Will operate on one 15 amp power cord, will operate on two 7 amp power cords,
will operate on two 15 amp power cords, will operate on two 20 amp power cords. 
Just turn off features in aplications where you have less power availible.
 6.  Optional Stainless steel dump valve is another industry first.  You will not be able
to brake it or clog it or wear it out.
 7.  Dual port water pump out discharge.  Choose between dumping out a garden
hose or out a 1-1/2" vacuum hose, your choice.
 8.  Switch plate cover will keep your water resistant switch covers in place.  Unlike
some other brands the clear water protection cover can fall off once the machine gets
old or if it gets knocked around.
 9.  Now available with an optional internal 500 psi PumpTec pump in it to use as a
more basic carpet cleaning machine.

Owner's Manual

These results were achieved with an open vacuum tank
 
POWERFUL 30GPM AUTO DUMP
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Shade/Color is not guaranteed.  The current color is Blue.

    

Auto Defoamer with adjustment knob

  

QUAD TWO-STAGE VACUUM MOTORS IN SERIES/PARALLEL 
AS PER MANUFACTURERS RECOMMENDATION, MOTORS ARE MOUNTED IN A
WAY THE BALANCES THE VACUUM (lift) AND THE VOLUME (cfm), BY
MOUNTING THE VACS IN SERIES PAIRS THEN THE PAIRS ARE MOUNTED IN
PARRALLEL.  THIS BALANCES THE LIFT AND CFM, GIVING BETTER
PERFORMANCE THAN HAVING ALL 4 MOTORS IN SERIES (high lift but nominal
cfm) OR ALL 4 IN TANDEM (plenty cfm but wimpy vacuum).  SO FAR ONLY
STEAMBRITE MFG GIVES YOU THIS SUPERIOR DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR 4 VAC
MOTORS.  

MACHINE ONLY!! For cost w/accessories, see package options!
One Year Warranty Included, Optional add 2 or 4 more years to the warranty!

Receive half price shipping if you pick up at SteamBrite San Antonio, TX

To see our vacuum motor testing visit
https://www.steam-brite.com/forum/showthread.php?p=3004#post3004
Starter packages available to clean:
Air Ducts, Tile and Grout Cleaning, Water Extraction, Carpet Cleaning (either high
flow and high pressure),
Auto Detailing, Mattress, Upholstery, and Drape Cleaning.
Turn your Goliath into the worlds strongest shop vac with:

    
        
             
            Shazaam: Dry Vacuum Option for Goliath Extractor
            Manufacturer: Shazaam
            
            
            
            shipping weight is 141#s including pallet; dimensions are: 48 X 40 X 48
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 OPTIONS: 

    
        
            Shazaam 
             Truckmount Kit 
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             Shazaam: Convert Portable to a Truckmounted Carpet Cleaning Machine and
Leave outside with Generator, Reel, Power Cord 
        
    

    
        
            Clean Storm 
             SBHS3000 
              
             -Clean Storm Hose Set - 50ft (15 Meters) x 2.0in ID Vacuum &amp; 1/4 in
3000 psi Solution with QDs installed 
            
            Need more hose, add more hose.  The Goliath vacuum system can handle
215 ft with ease!
        
    

Optional On Site Permanent Closest Restaurant Installation:  Do not confuse this
system with central vacuum systems that offer wet cleaning.  This system is twice the
vacuum power and ten times the water pressure.  Use optional 2" ID PVC pipe in the
walls for a permanent installation to hide some of the vacuum hose.  The vacuum is
strong enough to pull the water and air up and over walls or through pipe laid in the
foundation.  The Goliath vacuum system can be left in a closet to operate and only
needs an exhaust fan and two 20 amp 120 volt electric breakers with water sewage
drain.  The AC10 hose mount filter can either be left in the closet or used in the room
that is being cleaned but must be cleaned as needed.  If you leave in the closet the
operator will not be able to see when it needs to be cleaned and if you leave it up to
the operator to relocate you can end up with a worker that cuts corners and fails to set
up.  Please consider two hose mount vacuum filters.  This way you can leave one in
the closet and one for the room being cleaned.   In a normal installation using the
supplied vacuum hose, the hose mount filter is mounted within five feet of the Goliath
vacuum system and the operator will have to empty and rinse off after each job (it will
be full).  Air conditioning and heating system should also be considered in closet to
insure longer equipment life.  Do not allow to equipment to freeze.  Pressure washing
pump can also be left as permanent installation.  The pump can be removed from the
portable dolly and mounted on a shelf (horizontal installation required).  You can also
consider running pressure hose in wall but this is more challenging because of having
to install specialty ball valves and connections at the wall junctions.  The use of
'reverse bullnose wall plate' can be used to hang the ball valve handle but please note
that some of the water connection will hang out of the wall.  We also upgrade the
single wire 1/4" hose to double wire 3/8" hose for internal wall use.   This type of
double wire hose is rated for over 5000 psi and will help ensure the hose will never
break or leak in the wall.  OR a permanent wall mount hose reel can also be installed
in equipment closet.  Normally on these reels we install 160 feet of 1/4" non marking
hose jacket hose.  If you need a longer section of hose you can just add a 50 foot
section on the wall.  This will give you 210 feet from the equipment closet.   To leave
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the pump as a permanent installation will require another 20 amp 120 volt electrical
outlet, hot water garden hose connection and drain.  If you need a system to clean
more than 210 ft from your equipment closet we have booster vacuum systems for
this too.   

Optional: 140 Degree F Heat exchanger can be mounted on the Goliath vacuum
system exhaust.  Hotter water cleans better than cold water.  If your supplied building
water heating system is under 140 and you would like to boost you water temperature
to 140 degrees F we can install a heat exchanger under the Goliath to absorb the
heat from the vacuum motors.  The nice thing about this heater is that it does not take
any electricity to operate and heats the water with free energy.  140 degrees is the
maximum in bound water temperature for this pumping system.  Please check with
your city regulations to see what water temperature you can have leave the sink and if
you need this option. 

Optional natural gas, diesel, propane, kerosene heating systems available if you want
to clean with live steam and more pressure.   Naturally these other system will require
additional building requirements and employee safety issues that will require
additional training.  In the current format employees cannot get burned or have water
pressure that will cut through the skin.  

Question:  What if we suck up a toothpick and it gets stuck in the middle of the hose
and starts to collect trash and hair and creates some vacuum loss?
Answer:  Just suck up some ice cubes and the ice will travel down the hose at over
hundred miles per hour and will break the toothpick on impact and does not add to the
clog. 

Question:  Can we use this system as a central vacuum system for everyday dry dirt
pick up?
Answer:  Yes, but because it is designed for wet pick up you have to choose to either
use the optional dry dirt collection bags on the inside of the Goliath vacuum tank or
add a dust downer.  A dust downer is a spray jet that sprays water into the vacuum
hose to turn the dry dirt into mud as it passes through the vacuum hose.  With this
dust downer system means you are consuming a small amount of water all the time. 
If you use the dry bag option, this bag must be removed before wet pick up.  

    
        
             
            Optional
            Clean Storm Grout Master Cleaning Tool 300psi - 1200 psi 20190919 Wand 
            For the first time in history, pressure wash tile and grout with a standard 500
psi portable carpet cleaning machine.
            No high pressure pump required.
            Watch Video On Link!
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.20130628djc

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Friday 28 June, 2013
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